We state and prove our result using the terminology of [2] . The proof is an elaboration of the proof of Theorem 2.2 of [2] . In what follows X is a complex Banach space, gf = {E a } is a uniformlybounded subset of B(X) which we may assume to be directed and which satisfies lim α E a E = E for each E e g 7 . Convergence is in the norm topology of B(X). Let Y= {xeX: lim E a x = x} , a and let ϊί be the closed subalgebra of B(X) generated by gf.
For further extensions of Cohen's theorem we refer the reader to Chapter 8 of [3] . THEOREM 
Then F(U n ) and W n = F-\U n ) belong to B(X) and both map Y into Y.
Proof. We assert first that σ(U n ) S {\z -1| < M). Indeed,
and consequently EY = F for every Seg 7 , so that ί/^F^ F. For I ζ -11 = ikί we have
which converges absolutely, so that
Since the integral
is a limit of Riemann sums,
Since F is holomorphic and does not vanish on σ(U n ) we have
To show lf w 7g7, write Proof. Set z n -W n y. Then {z n } is a Cauchy-sequence. With z = lim n z n we have \\z -y\\ ^ δ.
Further, if
from which the lemma follows. We will need the following technical lemma in the induction step below, where we use the notation T(a) = {μ(l -a)~n \ n = 0,1, and μe [k 19 , λ m } U {z \ \ z -11 = M}} f or 0 < a < 1 . 
0
By an easy calculation
which yields the lemma. We will also need the following trivial lemma. 
The first term can be made arbitrarily small by Lemma 3. The second term can be made arbitrarily small too, for we have already observed that
That finishes the proof. 
